The article describes a neural network-based articulatory feature (AF) estimation for the Czech speech. First, the relationship between AFs and a Czech phone inventory is defined, and then the estimation based on the MLP neural networks is done. The usage of several speech representations on the input of the MLP classifiers is proposed with the purpose to obtain a robust AF estimation. The realized experiments have proved that an ANN-based AF estimation works very reliably especially in a low noise environment. Moreover, in case the number of neurons in a hidden layer is increased and if the temporal context DCT-TRAP features are used on the input of the MLP network, the AF classification works accurately also for the signals collected in the environments with a high background noise.
Introduction
Speech technology applications are nowadays used in many situations, when a natural voice input is used in communication between humans and machines or in the detection of various phenomena using automated speech analysis. As in other research fields, various subparts of speech technology systems use artificial neural networks for the classification purposes [3, 9, 25] . ANNs can be found, for example, as phone classifiers in the TempoRAl Patterns (TRAP) speech feature extraction [6, 8] , as voice activity detectors, as a subpart of the combined Artificial Neural Network and Hidden Markov Model (ANN/HMM) classifiers, in language modelling for continuous speech recognition, or as Kohonen self-organized maps used for selected classification purposes [33] , etc.
To improve the robustness of spontaneous or noisy speech recognition, Articulatory Features (AFs) were used in various tasks in continuous speech recognition.
